
FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS GUIDE 

EdimaegTM Hi-Power Blue-Tooth Transmitters Neckloop 
The EDIMAEG new Hi-Power Blue-Tooth Neckloop produced specifically for CS-205 

and CS-305 hidden Earpiece, maximum SSPL saturation sound pressure level (± 5dB): 
132 dB will be deafening, 10-30 times as those ordinary. Also can fold and put in pocket, 
this wireless Inductive distance is 60--150 cm. It may be the best product in the world. 

It transmits the signal of a Mobile phone into a magnetic field covering either side of the 
user head. This field can be detected by a wireless EDIMAEG CS-205. Blue-Tooth 
Neckloop is very comfortable to wear and can be easily concealed under clothing. Its 
magnetic field allows the user total freedom of movement. This wireless distance is 10-15 
meters or so, is very ample on many occasions. 
 

 
 
BEFORE YOU BEGIN 
Before using this product, read .the important Safety and Legal information pamphlet and follow its instructions. 

Take a moment before you get started to familiarize yourself with your new H350 Hands 
free Blue-Tooth Transmitters. 
 
①CHARGE YOUR BLUE-TOOTH TRANSMITTERS 
Charge your Blue-Tooth Transmitter’s battery for 2hours 
1. Plug the Motorola charger into the end of the Blue-Tooth Transmitters. 
The blue indicator light turns on when the battery is charging. It may take up to 1 
Minute for the light to turn on. when the Blue-Tooth Transmitter’s battery is fully 
charged(about 2 hours),the blue indicator light turns off. 
2. Unplug the charger from the Blue-Tooth Transmitters. 
NOTE: Blue-Tooth Transmitters is not functional while charging. 
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②PUT YOUR BLUE-TOOTH TRANSMITTERS IN PAIRING MODE 
Before you can use your Blue-Tooth Transmitters, you must pair(link)it with you phone. 
 
With the Blue-Tooth Transmitters power off, press and hold the call button for 6 to 10 
seconds until the blue indicator light turns on and remains 
Note: The blue light will flash as you press and hold the call button. Continue holding down the call button until the blue light is 

steadily lit. 

Note: If you let go of the call button before the blue light is on and steady, ensure that you Blue-Tooth Transmitters is off before 

is before trying again. 

Note: To turn off Blue-Tooth Transmitters, see “Turning Blue-Tooth Transmitters on/off” on the reverse side of this guide. 
 
 
 
③ TURN ON BLUETOOTH ON YOUR PHONE AND PAIR WITH BLUE-TOOTH 
TRANSMITTERS 
Your phone’s Bluetooth feature is by default. To use your Blue-Tooth Transmitters, turn on 
the Bluetooth feature you phone. 

TO turn on Bluetooth such as Motorola phones: 
1. Select (Menu)>Settings>Connection>Bluetooth Link>Setup. 
2. Scroll to Power. 
3. Press Change. 
4. Select On. 
5. Select Back. 
6. Select Handsfree.  
7. Select [look for devices]. 

Note: Do not select STOP-you will automatically be taken to the text screen. 
8. Select Motorola H350 
9. Select yes to bond. 
10. Enter the passkey 0000 and select OK. 
When your Blue-Tooth Transmitters and phone are successfully paired, the blue light on 
your Blue-Tooth Transmitters will change from steadily lit to flashing. 
Note: This procedure is for most Motorola phones. For other phones, please see 
your phone’s use’s guide. 
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④TEST AND USE  
Your phone and Blue-Tooth Transmitters are now paired and ready to make and receive 
call. To confirm they are operating properly, make a call: 
1. Place the Blue-Tooth Transmitters over your ear. See “Wearing the Blue-Tooth 

Transmitters” on the reverse side of this guide. 
2. On your phone, dial the number you want to call and pres the Send Key. 
3. If your phone and Blue-Tooth Transmitters are successfully paired, you will hear 

ringing on the Blue-Tooth Transmitters. 
After you have successfully paired your phone and Blue-Tooth Transmitters, you do not 
need to repeat these initial setup steps each time you use the Blue-Tooth Transmitters. 
 
 
 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
My phone does not find my Blue-Tooth Transmitters. 
Make sure the blue light on your Blue-Tooth Transmitters is steadily lit when your phone is 
searching for devices (see step 3) 
My Blue-Tooth Transmitters worked before but now it’s not working. 
Make sure your phone is on and the Bluetooth feature is turned on in your phone (see 
step 2); If the Bluetooth feature has been turned off or was turned on only temporarily, you 
may need to restart the Bluetooth feature (see step2). If you have confirmed the Bluetooth 
feature is on in your phone, pair your phone and Blue-Tooth Transmitters again (see 
step3) . 
 
 

 
TURNING BLUE-TOOTH TRANSMITTERS ON/OFF 
To turn your Blue-Tooth Transmitters on, press and hold the call button until the button. 
Note: Blue-Tooth Transmitters may take up to 4 to 5 seconds to turn on. 
To turn your Blue-Tooth Transmitters off. press and hold the Call button until the indicator 
light flashes rapidly and then turns off. 
 
CHANGING VOLUME BUTTON ORIENTATION 
If you change your Blue-Tooth Transmitters to wear on the other ear, you can also change 
the orientation of the volume buttons. 
1. Turn the Blue-Tooth Transmitters power off. 
2. Press the call button and with the volume button you want to assign as “volume up” 

button until the indicator light flashes twice. 
The Blue-Tooth Transmitters power turns on. 
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MAKING CALLS 

Function Action 
Make a voice dial call Tap the call button and speak the name after the tone 
End call Tap the call button 
Reject a call Tap the call button 
Redial last call Press and hold the call button until you hear a beep 
Redial last call Press and hold the call button until you hear a beep 
Answer a second incoming call Press and hold the call button (places first call on 

hold) 
Toggle between two active calls Press and hold the call button 
Join a 3-way call Press and hold the both volume buttons 
Put an active call on hold or 

resume a call on hold 
Press and hold the call button until you hear a beep 

Transfer a call from the phone to 
the Blue-Tooth Transmitters 

Tap the Call button 

Disable or enable the indicator 
light 

Press and hold both Volume buttons for 3to 4 
seconds. 

Mute or un mute a call Tap both Volume buttons 
Note: Your H350 supports both Hands free and Blue-Tooth Transmitters Profiles. Accessing call functions depends upon 

which profile your phone supports. See your phone’s user’s guide for more information.  

Note: Some features are phone/network dependent. 
 
INDICATOR LIGHTS 
The indicator light provides information about your Blue-Tooth Transmitters status. 
 
   With the Charger plugged in  

Blue-Tooth Transmitters Indicator Blue-Tooth Transmitters Status 
On (steady) Charging 
Off Charging complete 
  

With the Charger Plugged In 
Blue-Tooth Transmitters Indicator Blue-Tooth Transmitters Status 

Off Power off 
On (steady) Pairing complete 
10 rapid flashes Pairing successful 
Slow pulse Connected (on a call) 
Quick flash Standby (Not on call) 
Note: After 5,minutes of inactivity, the light stops flashing to conserve power, but the Blue-Tooth Transmitters remains in 

standby mode. 
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AUDIO TONES 
The audio tones provide information about your Blue-Tooth Transmitters status. 

Audio tone Blue-Tooth Transmitters Status 
Single high tone when pressing Volume button Volume at minimum or maximum 
Five rapid high tones Repeated every 60 sec. Low battery 
No audio indications; Deteriorating quality Out battery 
Ring tone Incoming call 
Single high tone Pairing confirmation 
Single low tone Voice activation 
Dual high/low tone Voice tag not recognized 
Single high tone End call 
Low to high tone Phone network not available 
Two ascending tones Mute enabled 
Two ascending tones Mute enabled 
 

 
EdimaegTM H320 Ordinary 95 dB Blue-Tooth Neckloop 
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